
2023-24 MEMBERSHIP REFERRAL PROGRAM

As a Laval Rocket member, you help us defend our ice 
by making the Place Bell the hardest and most hostile 
stadium for our opponent to play. You play a key role 
in making the Place Bell the most electric atmosphere 
in the AHL. 

The more people we have in the stadium, the more 
games we can win together. You’re the strongest 
advocate for what it is to be part of the member 
community and we believe we can work together  
to help fill every seat in Place Bell.

We want your help by referring your friends and family 
to join the Laval Rocket member community. Together, 
we’ll make every game day the best experience in  
the AHL.

To thank you for encouraging other to join, you can 
receive rewards that increase in value for every 
cumulative dollar you refer. See below to find out  
how the member community referral program works!

HOW DOES IT WORK?
It’s easy, refer new members and receive rewards!

Share the contacts that  
you would like to refer  
to your account manager.

Receive your reward!

Your referrals will benefit from the same membership rate as you.

Your account manager  
takes care of the rest!
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Cumulative value Rewards

$1,000 - $2,999 $50 gift card at Tricolore Sports

$3,000 - $6,999
Autographed jersey from an active 
Rocket player of your choice

$7,000 - $9,999
Nightly suite for 12 guests for a 
regular season Rocket game*

$10,000 +
Travel on the road - including 
expenses*

Rules of the program

- You can only participate if you are currently part of the Rocket member 
Community

- Only the membership value will be considered for the cumulative value

- The membership must be paid in full to be included in the cumulative value

- Transfered memberships will not be included in the cumulative value

- Referals must be new members to qualify

- Manipulation of the referral program will not be tolerated

- The Rocket reserve the right to refuse any referrals that are deemed improper

- The referral program ends on December 21, 2023

- The rewards will be provided during the 2023-24 season starting January 1, 2024 

* Certain conditions apply


